
When the Americans came to Burnage
By Pauline Butterworth

I must have been about 9 years of age when mother was informed 
that an American was to be billeted with us.  He turned out to be a 
Captain in the American army and a Doctor.

Our house was in close proximity to the surgery (a shop near 
Kingsway at the end of Grangethorpe Drive) where the soldiers 
reported to if they had any medical problems.

At the time of his arrival, I was absent from school with a woollen 
scarf wrapped under my chin and tied in a knot on the top of my head
(I did not look my best!).  This was supposedly to give relief to 
swollen glands.  I heard talking on the landing near my bedroom. My 
mother was talking to a man with a strange American accent and in 
they came!  To my horror, my mother introduced me  looking like I did 
and he said immediately “Hi there Pauline, would you like some 
gum?” and proceeded to throw about six packets of Wrigleys gum 
towards me.

Later I discovered that he was Captain David Coiner who was to be 
billeted with us. Unfortunately,  I do not remember much about him – 
he “kept himself to himself” as they say.

Mother invited him to have a meal with us occasionally but the billet 
was just for sleeping. They ate in the canteen somewhere else. I 
remember when the Captain did have a meal with us he mostly used 
just a fork to eat with which I thought was very different at the time.  
We got to know him socially during the week  but at weekends he 
went elsewhere – probably Burton Wood. It was not uncommon for a 
soldier in an American jeep to call for him.  

I also witnessed  platoons of about 12 soldiers marching down 
Burnage Lane with the Sergeant calling out “Hup one two three four. 
Hup….” This helped them keep in time, I suppose. Their uniforms 
were more stylish of better quality material than those of the British 
Tommy.
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Captain Coiner was very generous with his American cigarettes and 
gave my father brands such as Camel, and Philip Morris. My mother 
was presented with gifts of nylons with butterflies on the back seam!

After Captain Coiner left, another doctor called Price Duff stayed with 
us in his place.

They both corresponded for a while and sent photos at Christmas.   I 
still have a wooden figure and a badge given to me. It really made me
feel their stay  was much appreciated -  an unforgettable memory 
staying with an English family in Manchester, England.

Some phrases and changes the Americans had on our lives in 
Burnage.

1) “Hi there” instead of “Hello!”

2) “Got any gum chum?”.  An expression copied by small boys.

3) “Bobbysoxers” used to describe jiving female teenagers 
wearing short socks.

4) I started listening to the American forces network on the radio 
A.F.N. where Glen Miller and his band were featured - on Saturday 
lunch times, I think.

5) I purchased  a record called “G.I. Jive” played by Joe Loss; also
Glen Miller recorded it.

A letter arrived from France following Price Duff’s departure.

17 December 1944
France

To Percy, Pauline and Mrs Lister
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“There are many tragic happenings in time of war, but to those 
of us who survive whether civilian or soldier, there will be 
remembered those new friendships and pleasant times 
together, that should inspire a long lasting peace.

Some day hope to have you in my home in Tennessee. Many 
thanks for your hospitality in England. It will always be 
remembered.”

Price Duff 
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